Assessment That
Reviews and Reinforces
The assessment options in Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics prepare students
for high-stakes tests by instilling excellent written communication skills and a
strong command of grammar.
• Pretests and Posttests are grouped toward the back of the Student Edition.
• Specific Assessments or Pretests can be assigned as online quests.

Diagnostic Assessment
Unit Pretests (in the Student Edition) and Assessments (at MyZBPortal.com) can be
used as diagnostic tools to help you determine students’ existing knowledge and skill
proficiency prior to the lesson.

Formative Assessment
Unit Reviews allow you to check students’ progress and help you determine when
targeted instruction and support for individual learners are needed.

Summative Assessment
Unit Posttests can be used as a summative assessment to evaluate students’ achievement
on individual Student Edition exercises or to gauge improvement between online Pretests
and Posttests.

UNIT 2

Nouns

UNIT 2

Pretest

TEST TIP: Fill in
only one answer
choice for each
question.

A Few sports have one inventor.

1. The wheel may be the world’s most useful invention.

B This robot cleans our home.

5. Read this sentence.
This fence will keep deer, rabbits,
and raccoons out of our garden.

Which word in the sentence is a
plural noun that does not end in
s or es?
B rabbits

D He made a stuffed bear called
Teddy’s Bear to sell.

D garden

A Two friends and I are working on
an invention .
C We will invent a new kind of cup.
D Water in the cup will not spill on
the floor!

Circle the underlined words that are plural nouns.

A Orville and Wilbur Wright loved
machines.

introduce the newest student here at mayfield elementary.

4

Her name are Laura Bryant.”

6

couple of the other girls giggled behind me. Laura heard them

7

and blushed. She was very tall. But she seemed nice, too.

Circle the underlined noun that is a plural noun that does not end in s or es.

“More like Laura Giant,” my friend Abby whispered. A

8

6. Many women have invented devices for baby care.

Later, I noticed Laura sitting alone in the corner of the

9

lunchroom. She stared down at the table as she slow chewed

10

her sandwich. Abby and the other girls had been making fun

11

of her all morning. Her had been compared to a giraffe and a

12

skyscraper.

13

9. The language was a great success.

Adjectives

Circle the adjective that tells about the underlined word.
B In 1902 the Wright brothers made
a glider.
10. About 2,000 years ago, a Greek named Hero invented a helpful press.
C They tested it in the air nearly
1,000 times.

to a tall skinny girl I had never seen before. “I would like to

3

5. Plows are used to break up soil.

8. A team of inventors created a computer language in 1961.

6. Which of the following sentences
has an action verb underlined?

“Can I have your attention, class?” Mr. Ling stood next

2

5

Circle the underlined noun that is a collective noun. Draw a box around the
underlined noun that is an abstract noun.

C raccoons

1

4. The invention of the plow helped farmers grow food.

7. Parents of young children use the inventions of Marion Donovan and Ann Moore.

A deer

C A man named Morris Michtom
saw the cartoon.

B Our team has a great idea.

steel plow.

C Its brush sweeps up dirt.

D Extreme sports are very new.

3. Which of the following sentences
has a collective noun circled and an
abstract noun underlined?

The New Girl

3. In the united states in 1837, an engineer named john deere built the first

A Some companies invent robots.

D Its hose picks up crumbs.

A In 1902 a newspaper printed a
drawing.

Rewrite the sentences. Use uppercase letters to begin proper nouns.

4. Which of the following sentences
has a plural noun circled?

B Most sports develop over time.

B It showed President Theodore
Roosevelt and a bear cub.

Read this text and answer the questions on the next page.

2. The wheel was invented about 5,000 years ago.

C Some events started in ancient
times.

2. Which of the following sentences
has a proper noun underlined?

UNIT 2

Posttest

Circle the underlined words that are nouns.

Read each item carefully. Fill in the circle next to the best answer.
1. Which of the following sentences
has a noun underlined?

Review

“I’m going to sit with Laura,” I said. The other girles

14

looked at me with wide eyes. They couldn’t believe I wanted

15

to be seen with the new girl. I just turned around and walked

16

toward Laura with a giant welcoming smile.

11. The press could squeeze delicious juice from fruit.

D Then they built an airplane.
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